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(    , How to make the Cancer formula from Togo, Keshe tells about his life,   ) 

 

(:05).  We are moving into the next phase of the KF. The teaching will be moved into a 

lab that has all the reactors and developments of the Technology. (:08).  (:12). Alan 

Sterling was sentenced to life. Yesterday in Holland one of the biggest pedophile gangs 

was opened up 75,000 members, some of these members were part of Sterling's group. 

We open the books when we find out. We open the story about Red Circle and killing 

scientists and stealing the patients. (:15). Our file was so complete it took only FBI a few 

days to start investigation. Child trafficking , money laundering, character assassination 

on Internet. We set up a trap by the advise of the security services and now they were 

caught. (:22). A new website to show where all the workshops are at. (:25). Teachers will 

be paid to teach the new T. (:30). We have finished the theoretical and now teach how to 

apply the T. (:43).  In Germany they start a do-it-yourself workshop to build Margrave. 

(:46). Financing and sharing so everybody can make one and have one. (:57). In Italy we 

have been asked to teach in the schools. (1:00). In Germany we charge 250 Euros for 

workshop and MaGrav. (1:06). Keshe asks the German man if Sousan asked him for 

picture of his daughter, he said it's right but not him. She asked him to go together with 

her to go against the KF. (1:11). Benjamin from Ghana. Some testimonials with the Gans 

cream. (1:15). Body Structure, 70% water, 20% proteins, 10% Fat, Ash minerals 5%. O 

65%, C 18%, H 12%, N 2%, others. (1:26). Dr. Schussler homeopathic doctor discovered 

12 salts in body. (1:36).  (1:45). He goes over all the minerals for body. (1:50). The river 

Birim sediment analysis. The elements discussed is everything we need for human life. 

(1:53). We don't want to eliminate all the trace metals, but to a safe condition. (2:04). Dr 

Nash goes over analysis. (2:11).  (2:28). Paul from Togo, offer you a way to make Gans 

with the mind. (2:30). His education about body, Creator, different creatures, and 

energies from family, (tribe). They taught them Energy is equal to matter. How to convert 

energy to matter and matter to energy. He learned herbs. (2:34). How to transfer energy 

from earth, water, air, and fire to anything else. How to move matter with the mind, and 

to block negative forces against you. (2:40). How to move energy from the sun and the 

center of the earth. Tells the process to move energy, first harmonize with earth and sun. 

Find a stable environment, sit comfortable, unify body, soul, spirit, to connect one with U 

and act like Creator, use your mind to go inside earth and move the energy. (2:45). Then 

you put water in bottle and wires don't need Nano coat, bring the energy that you have 

captured to the bottle, make a mental connection of the plates, disconnect yourself from 

the energy of the U otherwise you can end up somewhere in the U it is too powerful. In 

21 days you'll get the Gans, sometimes he gets Gans in 7 days depends how much energy 

you capture and put in the bottle. (2:52). Cancer Medicine with the animal fat, chicken, 

beef, sheep. Gives formula. Go back to previous workshops were he discussed it in detail. 

(2:59). In Omega3 if short in EPA you get Attention Deficient, and DHA you get 

Hyperactive. Over time we always got these components from animal fats, however, farm 

raised animals are stressed so they don't give the Omega 3 but rather omega 6, that's why 

we are short these days. This is why we have a lot of Hyperactivity in our children, 

Africans don't do as much Industrial livestock so they tend to be calmer. (3:02). (3:04). 

They found Soursop in Italy, a similar component is Garlic, and they found something in 

South America. (3:09). Chemical components of Lemon, Citronella (has CH3) lemon 



grass, mixing the Citronella with a Gans gives lots of energy from the CH3, Lady Fingers 

(okra) it helps to balance formula. (3:15). Mixing all components and cook it, boil it 10 

minutes, after 3 hours sitting it becomes white hard. (3:19). Number 2 formula is made 

with Chicken fat. (3:26). The Chicken formula takes 72 hours to solidify. Porcine fat 

(pork), he used a wild one so it has Omega 3. (3:34). Did the same for Beef Fat. (3:39). 

How to apply it? Rub it on the cancer area. He'll make another one that add to Gans 

Water to drink. Some testimonials of product worked on cancer, very powerful. (3:42). 

Keshe tells how we use it, you can also add CO2 Gans water at the end of cooking 

process, Cooking doesn't change CO2. If you add Co2 after cooking now the matter 

inside the liquid becomes Gans, all components. In South America they coat the N coated 

coils with it, they don't apply it to the body. It can be put on the P Pens. It will be added 

to the Blueprints. This way you only use the MG fields of it. (3:45). Keshe asks him if he 

put himself on the KF victims list.  (3:48). They are making up fake lists by Red Circle, 

financed by G1, in Israel.  We will put a list of all the scientists he has killed. (3:51). 

Photos from Armand, the production of AA on top of CO2 Box, each one has different 

properties. The ones near the Cu turns slightly reddish tint it's for the red muscle tissue, 

on the Zn side they are more white and for your neural S. Each plate makes different kind 

of fats because they absorb different elements, N or C or O. The CO2 Box creates a very 

soft fat because ? Each Gans of AA possesses, different energies. They absorb specific 

fields, even though it is COHN they are not all the same. Each time we breath in and out 

we create different AA. (3:55). If the fields you made have a matching field it is 

absorbed. (3:57). One AA could be for lung and the other tip of toe, just because you 

collect AA doesn't mean its the same. These AA are all different, even in the the location 

of the box. To make pure Gans you need a box that drains from the bottom so you don't 

get mixing. The syringe will have a fat coating on it. (4:00). In MG field environment 

everything counts. (4:02) Pictures from Workshops in France. (4:06).   (4:09). Obama 

signed the KF peace treaty but not for his nation, we salute you. (4:12). We don't accuse 

and deliver solid info. Facts about MT Keshe, born in Iran, his father worked with X-

Rays, so he was always around radiation. He watched them go to the Moon, and thought 

there must be another way to get there. He had a conservative life, at 16 he went to 

England and at 22 got admitted to Queen Mary College, only 13 people were trained to 

be Nuclear controller. He knew the education he received did not answer his questions, 

they knew he was beyond what they teach and told him he has to do it on his own after he 

finishes his degree. (4:16). He worked in one of the most secret sites in British Nuclear 

Industry, in a cowshed. He refused to sign a secrecy agreement and was asked to leave, 

because there should be no secrets in the knowledge. He stood for his ethos. The British 

Intelligence told him he would never work in nuclear unless he worked for British 

government. He went into business setting up offices in Africa, Asia and Europe without 

help from anybody, built a very wealthy business so he had time to do research. He 

receive a receipt from NASA saying they would consider his proposal for not using fuel. 

He questioned how come we don't understand the G. He built his own reactors, and in 

early 2000 he could see the G fields, it was so simple, why were we looking so far away 

from it. He went back to Nuclear Fuel and asked for a centrifuge and nuclear material as 

a N Physicist it was my right. In 2004 we met 4 or 5 people in a military museum, they 

said welcome home, we have been waiting for you for 20 years. It was so high level the 

Minister of Defense signed a secrecy agreement with him, that it could not be leaked to 



the Ministry that the G has been discovered. But he would not move his T into Military. 

(4:20). So MI5 had been watching him and saw his communications with NASA. ?? he 

turned illegal waste into usable wealth for the British Government. He refused to work 

with Military unless they could guarantee use of this T for peace. he was invited to 

Farmburrow to Military show in England. He tells how the British and Americans shared 

the info between themselves and trying to convince him to work with them. He 

threatened to go back to Iran. Then Caroline went to the Belgium's and they agreed to 

peaceful application of the T. They moved back to Belgium. For 7 months he was drilled 

by the University in Belgium about his discovery of Gravity. (4:31). The Belgium space 

Technology set up a company to develop the new Technology. (4:33). The Prince of 

Belgium was coming to the Company to see the technology, reactors, they were trying to 

prove to the Monarchy that they found the G system. They reactors cost 30,000 and 

Keshe saw a contract for 1.3 million he refused, he was sent to a lawyer (Mr. B) about the 

contract. It was a deception he refused the man wrote 4 names on a paper and gave to 

Caroline, he said if Keshe doesn't sign he will be killed by these companies. You tank in 

their petrol stations everyday. Mr. B was a key man in a lot of things, not a lawyer he was 

disbarred by Belgium Courts. He played a heavy game with KF. Keshe had some friends 

and started Keshe Technologies. They tested the Coke Bottle and said it was impossible, 

give us the T or we'll call you a terrorist. Keshe refused. The N coating is Grapheme and 

Graphite which we produce as a N coating. So they created a program to label Keshe into 

a terrorist producing radioactive material. (4:40). Next was they hired a patient company 

to write a patient, but it was too complicated for them, they kept the money. They 

suggested another man to write the patient, he came to their house and saw all the work 

on the table, this man turned out to be with Red Circle (RC). Keshe introduced RC to his 

2 friends, but every time meting it went flat, couldn't understand. In 2008, he went to 

Iran. ... RC brought in people to help Keshe, but they turned out to be pedophiles and 

murders and stealers of intellectual rights. Their pattern to steal is every time a scientist 

comes up with something they offer to write the patient. Everything fell apart and they 

put him under so much pressure, but he knew he would not give it to them. When the 

time came he knew he would share with the world. Iran invited him to Iran. They stopped 

his money to Caroine from Iran, so he had to come back to Belgim (4:46).  His friend 

Derek (who worked for RC) came to meet him. Derek suggested he write his Books on 

the T, Caroline refused to let him in the house because she saw a lot of indecent actions 

with their son, pissing in garden in front of boy and showing private parts. Keshe went to 

Antwerp to sit in Cafe across from his house to write the Book. At that time Keshe had 

suspected Liver and pancreas Cancer, which started when he came back from Iran and 

was spending time with him, same pattern, he was poisoning him slowly with small doses 

and then a big dose to finish him off. He bought a single burger for Keshe, but because 

Keshe had the cancer he couldn't eat it, so Derek had to eat the poisoned hamburger. The 

next day Derek's hand went paralyzed he had a stroke from poison). (4:50). (John did the 

same pattern with poison in Italy). They blew his car up with his sister in it, a high speed 

chase with gun organized with the Police, and coming to kill him with 8 Police and 

beating up Caroline, and coming to confiscate the materials but then they left it in the lab. 

Then they got into car and drove to Italy, their friends welcomed them and 3 years in 

Italy they have gotten the T to the world. (4:52). (Derek) brought Allen Sterling to give 

an interview with Keshe for publicity. They followed him to Italy, a Belgium born in 



Congo poisoned him, wife and children, and one of the students touched the poison.  Mr. 

RC came and tried to do the patent in China. Through the investigation on Sterling they 

found out more connections to RC, and the black guy who came to kill him. At the time 

the assassin came to Italy to kill Keshe they were in China to make a patent. (5:02). Red 

Circle works for Belgium government they get payment in cash and children. (5:05). 

(5:07). They take pictures of children and then kill the children. (5:09). A Dutch man 

developed a video compression program in 1990, July 1999, they poisoned the man the 

day before he signs a hundred million contract. They never allowed autopsy. His patent 

ended up in Belgium 2002. (5:12). the son of Belgium King introduced us to Red Circle, 

so they are all in it. (5:20)  (5:32). The office of Prime Minister of Belgium. (5:39).  

 


